UNDERSTANDING TRUCK ACCIDENTS
While a nearly infinite number of scenarios can lead to a truck accident, a large number of these collisions
result from truck driver negligence. Trucking companies place enormous pressure on their drivers to meet
tight deadlines, causing them to sometimes cut corners or skip important safety procedures in order to reach
their destinations more quickly.
The following actions can all lead to a truck accident:
•

Driving for too long without rest

•

Inadequately maintaining trucks

•

Speeding

•

Improperly loading trucks

•

Failing to check blind spots

If your collision was caused by any of the above negligent actions, you may be eligible to recover damages for
any injuries that you have sustained, as well as any related issues such as financial burdens resulting from your
inability to work. Since each case is different and compensation will vary, it is imperative that you consult with
a personal injury attorney to determine the most appropriate course of action.

PREPARATION IS KEY IN ALL TRUCK ACCIDENT CLAIMS
Success matters when pursuing compensation following a truck accident, and the attorneys at The Vaughn
Law Offices are experienced in handling personal injury claims related to truck accidents. Our personal injury
attorneys will fight for the fair compensation that you deserve, creating a thorough and detailed case that
proves all of the necessary elements. They understand your struggle and are willing to represent your interests
in court.
After your initial consultation, we will begin a thorough investigation that ranges from collecting incident and
witness reports to medical records and accident scene reconstructions. This information may help strengthen
your case and gain you compensation for medical expenses, lost wages, lost earning potential, property
damage, and pain and suffering.
Nobody should have to live with the consequences of a careless truck driver’s actions, and our personal injury
lawyers are prepared to go the distance in the pursuit of securing a fair settlement on your behalf. We can
negotiate with insurance companies so you don’t have to, giving you much needed peace of mind during this
difficult time. We know your rights, and we know how to get results. Let us handle the heavy lifting so that you
can focus on what matters most: your recovery.
Whatever your needs may be, we would be happy to discuss them during an initial consultation.
Since 2001, the attorneys at The Vaughn Law Offices have been providing legal assistance to personal injury
clients.
When success matters, contact us at 303-586-5905 and tell us what you need.
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